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     In a perfect world if I could have 

the life of my dreams and deepest 

desires how would I cultivate it?   

     Where may I learn tools to ex-

pand my intuition and  hold space 

for my passions?  

     Could these tools assist me to 

create a lifestyle that brings my 

spirit alive and empower my great-

est pathway choices, assist my 

goals and teach me to how to  

bring them to life?  

Soul Purpose Development is 

a highly fulfilling course that 

is fun, uplifting, effective, 

empowering and effortless to 

master. 

     “Module One is a wonderful class. 

The tools we learn are invaluable, I 

use them almost everyday. I feel emo-

tionally stronger and more centered 

in my truth. The setting is nice too, I 

love that Cynthia encourages an 

amusing and playful attitude. It is a 

safe place with no pressure. So happy 

with what I have learned and certain-

ly will be going back for module two!" 

K.R.- VT      

Designed exclusively for Rainbow 

Institute by Cynthia Warwick Seiler 

from over 25 years of spiritual, intui-

tive, holistic mind-body-spirit stud-

ies. Soul Purpose Development is 

uniquely designed so that experts 

and beginners alike can empower 

themselves  with tools to heal, cre-

ate, and cultivate a new lifestyle 

based upon ones own individuated 

dynamic flow. Each student gains 

immense insight and Is encouraged 

to build the fundamental practice of 

creating a soul plan, an inner vision 

that  in time keys in to the  master-

ing of their journey  successfully.   

 

SPD is a highly creative course that 

helps a student build an intuitive 

understanding , tap into their own 

capability, for inner awakening of 

creative spark. This is liberating and 

freeing to soul purpose.  SPD is a 

class like no other– you  will think it 

a magical embarkment finding the 

true inner most you loving every 

“Thank you for the great classes, I am having fun with 

them, how wonderful! These tools and meditations are 

amazing. After class 6, I was over come with so much joy, 

it was a little over whelming, I'm still coming down from 

it. “ 

 

“When I entered Module 1 I was well into some major 

life transitions--starting the process of divorce, leaving 

my business of 6 years, looking for a new job--big, stress-

ful stuff, especially with two kids. The first thing I want to 

say is I think the tools have played a big role in helping to 

keep me from getting dragged down into the trenches of 

stress. One of my favorite tools for that is the sticky rose. 

When issues flair in the divorce I can use the sticky rose 

to help reset me to my own frequency, cleaning out those 

negative thoughts that inevitably creep in. S.M.- Vermont 

 

“Before I started Module One with Cynthia, I was go-

ing through a mini-crisis. I just moved back to Vermont 

with my husband, was trying to start a company, and just 

felt like my world was turned upside down. I placed my-

self in survival mode as "my plan in life" wasn't working 

out as I thought. I was wondering all the time why I was 

feeling anger or sad, I was putting too much pressure on 

myself to accomplish things, my relationships with peo-

ple were not as connected or stable as I wanted them to 

be, and I was not thinking clearly on decisions I was mak-

ing.  

 As I took the journey through module one, it 

really opened my eyes and heart to what was around me. 

Life is what you want it to be and you have to truly be-

lieve that. I learned the tools needed to slow down!, stop 

being so serious, laugh and be happy, ground my 

thoughts and energy, release energy that wasn't mine, 

build my Aura, connect to my higher self, connect to 

mother earth, protect myself from other people's energy/

thoughts, and manifest.  

 It was crazy how things quickly changed - I 

thought clearly on all my decisions and I had confidence 

in the decisions I were making. The questions I was going 

crazy over trying to find the answers came more easy to 

me and I was took paths I normally wouldn't. The most 

important thing I re-learn was to love myself and just be 

happy...life is what you want it to be." K.A.- VT  

 

SPD Student Testimonials 

Heal the Spirit, Nourish the 

Soul, Live with Passion! 



Soul Purpose Development  Enrollment  Courses offered by                         
Cynthia Warwick Seiler 

Soul Purpose Development:  Enroll  in  one module at a time. Modules are offered in 

person, over the telephone, or via mp3 recording.  Payment plans are available. 

 

Module 1:  Awakening intuition for personal empowerment, self-healing, and learning 

fundamental tools necessary for the cultivation of process of goals dreams and visions 

for a soul-centering lifestyle.  12 classes fee $280(includes 1 teacher counselling 

sessions) 

Module 2:  Setting and maintaining sacred space, working with guides, creativity and 

the creative process, sacred geometry, being a visionary, actualizing and the co-

creation of soul purpose. 12 classes fee $280(includes 1 teacher counselling sessions) 

Modules 3 & 4:  The sacred geometry of relationships. Constructing space with 

persons, places, things & spirit based on the harmonic alignment of soul purpose. 

Module 3 is 14 Classes, Module 4 is 11 classes they are taken together as 25 classes fee 

$580.(includes 2 teacher counselling sessions) 

Modules 5: Renewal with Source. Healing alignment and expansion of universal 

concepts. Awakening and restoration of  the I AM Presence:   Module 5 is 10 classes for 

$240(includes 1teacher counselling sessions) 

Module 6:  Re-kindling the soul relationship with the spirit of the Earth Mother, 

Working with and gifting the Earth healing. Module 6 is 10 classes for $240 (includes 1 

teacher counselling sessions) 

SPD Specialty Courses:                                                                 

Healthy Healer: Healthy Healer is a spiritual healing course specifically designed 

for soul purpose to help a student define space and come into right relationship in a 

nourishing and creative way. It is designed to pinpoint where a student is specifically 

stuck in soul purpose and create a Holistic Spiritual Healing map –creating with the 

teachers support and instruction.  Pre-requisite is SPD Modules 1 and 2.  Healthy Healer 

is 20 weeks for $480 (includes 2 teacher counselling sessions) and is usually offered on 

demand. 

The Goddess Within:  An feminine spirit rediscovery and essential energy  

healing and renewal tools class. The Goddess Within is designed to support ones ability 

to uplift and heal the feminine spirit within. Wisdom and vital energy are essential in a 

woman's body and when depleted can be restored. This course was developed based 

upon the “Magdalene Principals” of self healing the spirit and nourishing the soul of the 

feminine within. Pre-requisite is SPD Module 1. Goddess Within is 25 weeks for $580 

(includes 2 teacher counselling sessions)                                                                                         

Classes are an affordable $20 each with payment options of weekly, 1/2 course x 2, monthly, or full 

payment upfront. Teacher counselling is $40 per private session.  

Course Registration with Soul Purpose Development instructor Cynthia Warwick Seiler: 
 
I am enrolling in:_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
The Enrollment offering I prefer is     1) in Person Class        2) Telephone Class         3) MP3 Recorded Class 
 
1) I understand that developing my soul purpose is my greatest commitment to myself. I commit to connecting 

to my higher self, higher path and the developmental process of being in my mindful observer in class. I 
commit to giving this class my full attention as ultimately it is my gift to myself that I am giving and receiving. I 
commit to play and kindergarten so I cannot get it wrong and my inner child has all opportunity to be present 
and accounted for even if the topic is deep for me. I commit to giving myself time to process each lesson and 
to being open to exploring concepts I may have never heard before. My class goals are: 
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
2) I commit to 100 percent payment of the class fee and 100 percent attendance. If I cannot be present I will give 
ample notice to the teacher ASAP so that the class may be recorded or substituted. I realize the classes are 
progressive and typically the class that is most difficult for me to attend has the most energetics for me and is also 
the most important for my own spiritual freedom, development or lesson of growth. If I am a long distant student I 
agree to pay the class fee up front. If I am a local student I may elect a payment plan- here is my enrollment and 
payment choice: 
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3) I commit to at least one teacher energy check for a $40 fee at the midpoint of class. Being a soul purpose 
development student I have the privilege of $40 teacher energy checks as a supportive tool to utilize for my growth 
and development. This is to ensure my energy is high, liberated and my Soul Purpose development is in flowing 
ease.  Energy checks are not psychic readings they are counselling one to one guidance sessions.  
 
4) I commit to developing balance in my autonomy and to the process of releasing limitations that may inhibit my 
soul’s purpose or may be in the way of my teacher student communication in ease. I commit to processing the 
class design presented by the teacher as a willing participant. I commit to allowing myself my space for growth, the 
other students their space and the teacher her/his space to grow, learn and teach just as I have the same human 
right and privilege. I commit to kindness in this consideration in the higher meaning of granting the permissions to 
agree and disagree in spiritual harmony gifting freedom. 
 
5) I commit to being to class on time if not early and to the act of participating in my own journey by starting a soul 
purpose journal. A notebook dedicated to my SPD. I commit to bringing it to class and utilizing its reference as 
often as I need consecutively with the class. I commit to participation and sharing with the class in participation as 
topics present themselves joyfully and willingly. 
 
6) I understand that if I had already participated in the current Soul Purpose Development module being presented 
I may be able to take it again upon election for a $5per class fee as long as there is seating available, I am not 
disturbing the current curriculum/students but commit to come in mindful, humble, and ready to learn more deeply 
than the lesson offered once before. I can only participate in this privilege with the teacher’s permission and must 
agree to honor the course and present my full module attendance as if I were a beginner’s mind student for the first 
time. 
 
7) I commit to the classroom being a drug free zone, I commit to the full awareness and attention I may need for 
nutritional support and to address the needs of my body and specifically my own endocrine system. As I change 
and upgrade the frequency of my body/being I am encouraged to bring in the nutritional support of what my biology 
needs for such increases to take hold materially in support of the lessons given to support my soul path.  
 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________
Full Name   Date                                                                         Signature 
 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone Number                                   Email  Address   Best way to contact  me is 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Mailing Address 

Rainbow Institute: Teaching and Meditation Center for Well Being,  Intuition, 

Spiritual Awareness, and Holistic Heling 


